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Abstract. In handwritten Bank cheques, addition of new words using
similar color pen can cause huge loss. Hence, it is important to differenti-
ate pen ink used in these types of documents. In this work, we propose a
non-destructive pen ink differentiation method using statistical features
of ink and multi-layer perceptron (MLP) classifier. Large sample of blue
and black pen ink is acquired from 112 Bank cheque leaves, written by
nine different volunteers using fourteen different blue and black pens.
Handwritten words are extracted from scanned cheque images manually.
Pen ink pixels are identified using K-means binarization. Fifteen statis-
tical features from each color handwritten words are extracted and are
used to formulate the problem as a binary classification problem. MLP
classifier is used to train the model for differentiating pen ink in hand-
written Bank cheques. The proposed method performs efficiently on both
known and unknown pen samples with an average accuracy of 94.6% and
93.5% respectively. We have compared the proposed method with other
existing method to show its efficiency.

Keywords: Bank cheques · Handwritten forensics · Ink analysis ·
K−means clustering · MLP · Statistical features

1 Introduction

Forensics in handwritten Bank cheques from the perspective of differentiating
pen ink have great importance to the judicial system. In handwritten Bank
cheque forensics, it is often important to establish a relation between the pen
inks. It helps to identify whether a single pen has been used to write the Bank
cheque or multiple pens. Numerous possibilities of fraud exist in handwritten
Bank cheques. In this work, we focus only on pen ink differentiation in Bank
cheques. Possibilities of fraud in any Bank cheque and its consequences helps to
understand the importance of the work.

Example of new words addition in Bank cheque using a different pen is
depicted in Fig. 1 which is elaborated as follows. The cheque was initially issued
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to Mr. Ravi Kumar Singh, amounting to Seventy thousand only. Later, forger
appended new words in pay name and amount section as marked by red circles
in Fig. 1. This difference in pen ink can not be always perceived by naked eye.
This type of case helps us to understand the possibility of addition of new words
in handwritten Bank cheques. A number of handwritten document frauds are
possible in bill, business agreement, educational documents, etc. This motivates
us to differentiate pen ink in Bank cheques.

Fig. 1. Addition of handwritten words (marked by red circles) in a Bank cheque image.
(Color figure online)

Pen ink analysis techniques can be categorized in two major pathways:
destructive and non-destructive techniques. Merrill and Bartick [1] have used
infrared spectrum to differentiate pen ink. Taylor [2] has proposed a method
to analyze intersecting lines using stereo microscope, distilled water, and wax
lift techniques. Taylor [3] has also proposed TLC plate analysis method using
solvent and micro-dispenser for pen ink classification. The second category of
technique includes non-destructive techniques, which include modern chromato-
graphic, image processing, and pattern recognition techniques. Khan et al. [4]
have used spectral response and K-means clustering algorithm for pen ink differ-
ence identification. Khan et al. [5] have also used Principal Component Analysis
for spectral response feature reduction. Then K-means clustering has been done
to differentiate pen ink. Dasari and Bhagvati [6] have proposed statistical fea-
tures of ink pixels from HSV color channel and distance measure based classifi-
cation is performed. Kumar et al. [7,8] have shared statistical features as gray-
level co-occurrence (GLCM), geometric, and legendre moments from Y CbCr and
opponent color models. In these methods, nearest neighbor and Support Vector
Machine with feature selection have been used as classifiers to differentiate pen
ink. Gorai et al. [9] have extracted twelve feature images from color input image
and corresponding gray version using local binary pattern and Gabor filters. In
this method, histograms of pen ink pixels from feature images are calculated and
histogram matching has been performed to identify the ink mismatch.
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It is observed that most of the works in the area of non-destructive ink
analysis ranges from hyper-spectral and microscopic imaging to chromatographic
technique. This requires high configuration hardwares those are too costly as well
as rarely available in market. In this paper, we have proposed a method that
is capable of differentiating pen ink using simple standard scanning devices.
Such devices are easily available and at the same time cost effective. In this
method, pen ink samples are extracted manually from scanned Bank cheque
leaves. K−means binarization has been used to identify ink pixels from each
color channel of word images. Statistical features of ink pixels are extracted
from each channel. Extracted feature set is used to train the MLP classifier for
pen ink difference identification.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the proposed
methodology for pen ink differentiation in handwritten Bank cheques. Experi-
mental results and relevant discussion are presented in Sect. 3. The concluding
remarks are given in Sect. 4.

2 Proposed Model

In this proposed method, pair of words have been analyzed to detect whether
they have been written by same pen or not. Pen ink differentiation problem
is formulated into a binary classification problem where two different pens are
used to write on a particular Bank cheque. If two different pens are used to write
word-pairs in a same Bank cheque, then it is labeled as class-I; otherwise it is
labeled as class-II. The system architecture of the proposed method is depicted
in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. System architecture of the proposed method.

2.1 K-means Algorithm Based Foreground Pixel Identification

Pen ink pixels (PI) identification is an important task in handwritten Bank
cheque for differentiating pen ink. We have used K-means algorithm to binarize
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the word images for this purpose. Basic idea behind K-means is to minimize
the objective function (i.e., inter cluster Euclidean distance), where K is an
user defined parameter. In our experiment, we have chosen K = 2 to identify
PI as foreground pixels. Color handwritten word image extracted from Fig. 1 is
taken as input (Fig. 3a) and corresponding gray image is obtained. Gray version
of input is used to identify the PI in color handwritten word image. K-means
binarization partitions n gray values into K clusters, which separates the fore-
ground from the background. This binarization method is used to identify PI
as foreground pixels as depicted in Fig. 3b. This method works well for ink pix-
els identification because foreground and background intensity profiles are not
overlapping in handwritten word images.

Fig. 3. K-means image binarization: (a) Color input image; (b) Binarized output
image.

2.2 Extraction of Statistical Features from Ink Pixels

Once coordinates of ink pixels (i, j) are identified using K-means binarization,
following five statistical features are extracted from each color channel of ink
pixels.

(a) Mean:- The Mean (m̄) for ink pixels is defined by

m̄ = mxy

N , where (1)

mxy =
∑y

j=0

∑x
i=0 wk(i, j) | (i, j)εPI (2)

N =
∑y

j=0

∑x
i=0 1 | (i, j)εPI (3)

(b) Variance:- The Variance (V ar) for ink pixels is defined by

V ar = 1
N−1

∑y
j=0

∑x
i=0 [wk(i, j) − m̄]2 | (i, j)εPI (4)

(c) Skewness:- The Skewness (Skew) for ink pixels is defined by

Skew = 1
N

∑y
j=0

∑x
i=0

[
wk(i,j)−m̄√

V ar

]3
| (i, j)εPI (5)
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(d) Kurtosis:- The Kurtosis (Kurt) for ink pixels is defined by

Kurt =
{

1
N

∑y
j=0

∑x
i=0

[
wk(i,j)−m̄√

V ar

]4
− 3

}

| (i, j)εPI (6)

(e) Mean Absolute Deviation:- The Mean Absolute Deviation (MAD) for
ink pixels is defined by

MAD = 1
N

∑y
j=0

∑x
i=0 |wk(i, j) − m̄| | (i, j)εPI (7)

Where N is total number of foreground pixels, defined by the Eq. 3. Foreground
pixels of handwritten word (w(i, j)) is defined by PI using K-means binarization.
Handwritten word from each color channel R, G, and B are denoted by wk(i, j),
where k = {R,G,B} and (i, j) is coordinates of ink pixels.

2.3 Differentiation of Pen Ink Using MLP Classifier

MLP classifier is used for differentiating pen inks. MLP architecture with input
layer, output layer, and one hidden layer with seventeen computational nodes
is considered for our experimental purpose. Sigmoid activation function is used
in our MLP architecture. Features from two words under consideration are fed
into the MLP network to identify whether same pen has been used or not. This
MLP architecture is trained with 5000 iterations at learning rate α = 0.2. Post
training MLP architecture is used for classification of known and unknown pen
samples.

3 Experimental Results and Discussion

3.1 Data Set Acquisition

Data is extracted from the IDRBT Cheque Image Dataset [10] with diverse
texture and ink color. Total 112 cheque leaves from four different Indian Banks
are used as source document. In order to simulate the pen ink difference in
cheque leaves, seven blue and seven black pens are used. To avoid biasness due
to writing, nine different volunteers have taken active participation to prepare
data set. A total of 14× 9 = 126 pen−volunteer combinations (fourteen pens
and nine volunteers) are used for pen ink data generation. In practical scenario,
similar color pens are used for addition of new words in source document. Each
cheque is written by two volunteers using two different pens (either blue or
black). Hence, data set is created with 2 × 7C2 = 42 possible combinations of
blue and black pens. All the cheque leaves are scanned in normal scanner at
300 dpi resolution. Handwritten words from each scanned cheque are cropped
manually and grouped based on pen used to write the words.
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Table 1. Proposed method accuracy for known and unknown pen.

S.N Pen Combination

kept out

Known Pen

Accuracy(%)

Unknown Pen

Accuracy(%)

1 P1P2 93.34 93.85

2 P1P3 95.37 93.07

3 P1P4 94.02 93.52

4 P1P5 94.86 93.65

5 P1P6 94.42 94.13

6 P1P7 94.80 93.10

7 P2P3 95.68 93.29

8 P2P4 93.96 93.54

9 P2P5 95.33 93.46

10 P2P6 95.39 92.95

11 P2P7 95.57 93.63

12 P3P4 95.50 92.49

13 P3P5 96.11 93.10

14 P3P6 95.77 93.74

15 P3P7 96.75 92.83

16 P4P5 94.86 93.56

17 P4P6 94.96 92.71

18 P4P7 95.19 93.25

19 P5P6 96.94 92.69

20 P5P7 96.01 92.22

21 P6P7 94.89 93.09

22 P8P9 94.53 93.61

23 P8P10 93.81 94.40

24 P8P11 92.90 93.91

25 P8P12 94.32 94.11

26 P8P13 93.57 93.68

27 P8P14 93.32 94.41

28 P9P10 94.80 93.73

29 P9P11 94.42 92.72

30 P9P12 95.66 93.25

31 P9P13 93.48 93.74

32 P9P14 94.13 94.39

33 P10P11 94.12 93.13

34 P10P12 94.47 93.97

35 P10P13 94.58 93.83

36 P10P14 93.65 93.23

37 P11P12 94.47 94.23

38 P11P13 93.39 93.46

39 P11P14 92.62 93.32

40 P12P13 94.25 93.52

41 P12P14 95.20 93.95

42 P13P14 91.86 94.58

Average Accuracy - 94.60 93.50

3.2 Experimental Set-up

In each cheque, two pens Pi and Pj are used for writing m and n number of
different words respectively. Set Wpi

and Wpj
contains words written by Pi and
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Pj respectively, where WPi
= {m1, m2,. . ., mm} and WPj

= {n1, n2,. . ., nn}.
The word pairs written by different and same pens are considered in case-I and
case-II respectively.

Case-I: Two different pens are used to write the word pairs. The Cartesian prod-
uct of WPi

×WPj
+ WPj

×WPi
includes the total number of word-pairs written

using different pens, where WPi
× WPj

= {(mi, nj) | mi ε WPi
∧ nj ε WPj

}
and WPj

×WPi
= {(nj , mi) | nj ε WPj

∧ mi ε WPi
}. Thus, total number of

word-pairs for class-I will be 2 × (m × n).

Case-II: Same pen is used to write the word pairs. The Cartesian product of
WPi

×WPi
+ WPj

×WPj
includes the total number of word-pairs written using

same pen, where WPi
×WPi

= {(mi, mi) | mi ε WPi
} and WPj

×WPj
= {(nj , nj)

| nj ε WPj
}. Thus, total number of word-pairs for class-II will be {(m × m)-m} +

{(n × n)-n}, after excluding the pairs of word with itself. For each cheque, total
instances of class-I and class-II are calculated and stored. The number of word
pairs for case-I and case-II in Fig. 1 can be calculated as follows. Set of words
written using pens P1 and P2 are WP1 = {J, Two, lakh} and WP2 = {Ravi,
Kumar, Singh, Seventy, thousand} respectively. The total number of word pairs
for case-I are (3 × 5) + (5 × 3) = 30. The number of word pairs belongs to the
case-II are ({3 × 3) − 3} + {(5 × 5) − 5} = 26. Thus, total instances including
class-I (30) and class-II (26) are 30 + 26 = 56.

To simulate pen ink difference identification, seven blue and seven black pens
are used on Bank cheques. Each instance has thirty features and a class value.
For each instance, 2 × 15 = 30 features are extracted from each handwritten
word pair under consideration. The whole data set is divided into three subsets,
namely training, validation, and test set using leave-k-out method. K = 2 is used
to keep two unknown pen samples out for testing and performance evaluation
of MLP classifier. Keeping two pens out, total possibilities are 2×7C2 = 42 for
both blue and black pen samples. Remaining data set after excluding the test
subset is partitioned into ten approximately equal parts. One of ten data parts is
kept as validation set remaining partitions are used as training set. The process
of selecting validation set is repeated ten times, with each one of the ten data
parts exactly once. Training set is used to train the MLP model inter and intra
class difference. Validation is performed to check MLP classifier performance on
known pen ink samples. Model testing is performed on the test set to check the
performance of the MLP model on unknown pen ink samples.

3.3 Experimental Results and Comparison

We evaluate the performance of the binary classification problem for differen-
tiating pen ink in handwritten Bank cheque. Both blue and black pen average
accuracy of MLP classifier is presented in Table 1 for known and unknown pen
samples, where P1–P7 and P8–P14 are black and blue pens respectively. To show
the efficiency of the proposed work, result analysis is performed using leave 2 pen
out method. The average accuracy on both blue and black pen of MLP classifier
is 94.60% and 93.50% for known and unknown pen samples respectively.
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Table 2. Comparison in between proposed and existing method.

Method Black Pen
Accuracy(%)

Blue Pen
Accuracy(%)

Average
Accuracy(%)

Gorai et al. [9] 54.71 54.8 54.76

Proposed method 93.77 93.23 93.50

We have compared our result with Gorai et al. [9], which introduced tech-
nique for ink analysis and difference identification using simple scanning devices.
Moreover, this method [9] did not take biasness due to writer into consideration.
Our proposed method has taken this issue into consideration and provides better
results than the previous one. A comparative analysis of proposed method with
method in [9] is presented in Table 2.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed pen ink difference identification method in
handwritten Bank cheques. Differentiation of pen ink problem is formulated as
a binary classification problem. Thirty features for each instance of word pair are
extracted. These extracted features are used to train the MLP classifier on known
pen ink pixels. Performance of MLP classifier is evaluated on both known and
unknown pen ink pixels. Result analysis and comparison shows the superiority
of the proposes method over the existing method on both black and blue pen
samples.
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